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                    Dark, Evil and Macabre Items 
Welcome to Two Bit Tables: Dark, Evil and Macabre Items. So you have designed next 
week's dungeon, complete with a suitable villain at its heart.  But what does that villain’s 
lair look like?  Need some suitable creepy or macabre decorations for your mad scientist 
or necromancer’s private residence?  Well never fear, Healing Fireball Publications is 
here with a collection of tables designed to allow a Game Master to generate a random 
collection of dark, evil and macabre-themed items and decorations for your villain’s lair. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table II: Jars and vials 
D20 Jar or Vial 

1 Glass ink pot filled with human blood 
2 Sealed glass vial of blood 
3 Jar containing a preserved deformed baby 
4 Jar of preserved eye balls 
5 Brain floating in a bell jar 
6 Jar of red paint smelling of sulfur 
7 A vial of snake venom 
8 Bubbling beaker of acid 
9 Empty bell jar filled with formaldehyde 

10 Empty bell jar 
11 Jar of frogs’ lags 
12 Jar containing bat wings 
13 Jar containing eyes of newt 
14 Vial containing a spider egg pouch 
15 Vial containing scorpion venom 
16 Vial of ground sulfur powder 
17 Jar containing black rose petals 
18 Vial of acrid black ichors 
19 Vial of gray arsenic powder 
20 Jar containing chicken claws 

Table I: Human Body Parts 
D20 Human body part 

1 A bowl made from the top of a human skull 
2 Flask made from a hollowed-out large bone 
3 Leather loop attached to a clean bone hand 
4 Preserved hands cupped into a bowl 
5 Cleaned and bleached human skull 
6 Writing stylus made from finger bones 
7 Necklace of teeth on a silver string 
8 Preserved finger in a glass vial on a silver chain 
9 Human skeleton wired together with silver 

10 Bag of ground human bone 
11 Arm bones wrapped in cloth marked with runes 
12 Human skull with runes and symbols carved in it 
13 Jar of teeth and fangs 
14 Hour glass made of bone and filled with blood 
15 A silk bag containing several small bones 
16 A fresh human liver on a silver platter 
17 Preserved human tongue on a gold chain 
18 Preserved human heart on a crystal platter 
19 Parchment made from human skin 
20 Brain floating in a bell jar 

Table IV: Animals 
D20 Animals 
1-2 Square cage containing an injured fairy 
3-4 Large cage containing a crippled dog 
5-6 A raven chained by the leg to a perch 
7-8 Monkey in a large square cage 

9-10 Small cage containing a large scorpion 
11-12 Glass tank containing several piranha 
13-14 Small glass tank containing live parasitic worms 
15-16 Small cage containing a large spider 
17-18 Jar containing brightly-colored centipedes 
19-20 Jar containing several brightly-colored frogs 

Table III: Large Decorations 
D20 Large Room Decorations 

1 Table with leather restraints 

2 Summoning circle painted in blood on 
floor 

3 Iron maiden 
4 Large hanging human-sized cage 
5 Spiked iron chair with tie downs  
6 Wooden rack  
7 Human skeleton wired together with silver 
8 Circle of red glowing runes on floor 
9 Stuffed and mounted grizzly bear 

10 A large coffin 
11 A preserved human body on a stand 
12 Large sarcophagus 
13 Heavy wooden chair with tie down straps 
14 High back oak chair with leather cushions 
15 Large oak desk with marble top 
16 Large glass vat of acid 
17 A stuffed and mounted wolf 
18 Black marble altar with silver runes 
19 Ceiling-mounted swinging blade 
20 Large statue of a demon
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Table V: Weapons 
D20 Weapons 
1-2 Sacrificial dagger stained with blood 
3-4 Black onyx knife decorated with runes 
5-6 Long thin needle with a charred wooden handle 
7-8 Blood stained bone saw 

9-10 Sharp and clean set of dissection tools 
11-12 Silver scalpel engraved with runes 
13-14 A rusted and stained set of surgical tools 
15-16 Large metal hook with a rune-covered handle 
17-18 A bloodstained scourge 
19-20 Metal hooks attached to a heavy chain 



   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table VII: Undead 
D20 Undead 

1 A ghost butler 
2 A ghost librarian straightening the books 
3 A rusty cage filled with zombies 
4 A tank of zombie piranha 
5 A wraith trapped in a glowing circle of runes 
6 A zombie with one arm chained to a wall 
7 An animated severed hand in a cage 
8 Animated skinned human locked in a cave 
9 Ghost cat (ignores you) 

10 Giant brutish zombie straining against his 
chains 

11 Skeletal horse in a narrow cage 
12 Skeletal raven on a perch 
13 Skeleton maid dusting 
14 Skeleton porters carrying supplies 
15 Skeleton with weapons grafted to it 
16 Skeletons standing motionless against the wall 
17 Two zombies that have been stitched together 
18 Upper half of a zombie strapped to a table 
19 Zombie with animal parts grafted to them 
20 Z bi d h i d t th fl

Table VI: Gory and Disturbing 
D20 Gory and Disturbing 

1 A body that has been split lengthwise on a table 
2 A body on an altar with symbols carved into its skin 
3 A book bound in flesh and written in blood 
4 A chained up person with severed legs 
5 A fresh severed head on a pole 
6 A large crate filled with human bones 
7 A leather jerkin made from human skin 
8 A mask made from a preserved human face 
9 A metal tub filled with intestines and stomach 

10 A recently severed arm twitching on a platter 
11 A stretched out human skin being tanned 
12 A table with the dissected corpse of a person on it 
13 A torso in a pan full of blood 
14 Barrel full of human limbs in various states of decay 
15 Bathtub filled with blood 
16 Body cut open and hung splayed open by chains 
17 Body impaled on a rack of spikes and bleeding out 
18 Body with its throat slit hung by its feet to drain 
19 Live person strapped to a table and cut open 
20 Skinned human bodies on meat hooks 

Table IX: Gothic furniture 
D20 Gothic Furniture 

1 A black iron chandelier with vicious spikes in its design 
2 A low rectangular green marble table 
3 A red velvet day bed with a floral pattern 
4 A red velvet/black leather divan  
5 Blackened wood chair with bat pattern on the back 
6 Black and silver pipe organ 
7 Black stained armoire with red bats on the doors 
8 Black wooden bench with red velvet cushion 
9 Black wrought iron chair with crushed velvet cushions 

10 Chair made out of bone 
11 Four-post bed with red satin sheets 
12 Heavy black velvet curtains with silver embroidery 
13 Heavy red velvet curtains 
14 Large black chest with bone accents 
15 Long blackened wood table with dragon claw feet 
16 Silver mirror surrounded by a bone frame 
17 Small half circle red marble table 
18 Small round black marble table 
19 Wrought iron table with smoked glass top 
20 Wooden armoire with a scene of a wolf pack on the front 

Table VIII: Disturbing Art 
D20 Disturbing Art 

1 Bust of a woman with long horns 
2 Bust of a woman with snakes for hair 
3 Death mask of a screaming woman 
4 Death mask of a man in pain 
5 Painting of a beheaded woman holding her head 
6 Painting of a blood-covered man over a dead body 
7 Painting of a hanged man 
8 Painting of a man chained to a boulder 
9 Painting of a well-dressed man with red eyes 

10 Painting of a woman with a slashed throat 
11 Painting of a wolf’s head with a bloody mouth 
12 Painting of a woman in a blood-covered dress 
13 Statue of a person being burned at the stake 
14 Statue of a wolf eating a person 
15 Statue of a hunched and distorted man 
16 Statue of a screaming woman 
17 Statue of a sleeping cat with a knife in its back 
18 Statue of a woman with bat wings 
19 Tapestry depicting a corpse being eaten by birds 
20 Tapestry of a dark mountain against the full moon 
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D100 Treasure D100 Treasure 

1 A belladonna plant in a pot 51 Knife made of black onyx and decorated with runes 
2 A bloodstained scourge 52 Large black candle with silver runes 
3 Preserved monkey paw 53 Large cage containing a crippled dog 
4 Sealed glass vial of blood 54 Large metal hook with a handle covered in runes 
5 Rusty iron manacles 55 Hourglass made of bone and filled with blood 
6 Jar of preserved eye balls 56 Leather loop attached to a clean bone hand 
7 Set of well-used thumb screws 57 Leather pouch containing poisonous purple powder 
8 Jar of red paint smelling of sulfur 58 Long thin needle with a charred wooden handle 
9 Large yellow crystal of sulfur 59 Medallion bearing the image of a demon 

10 A stuffed and mounted wolf 60 Medallion bearing the symbols of a dark god 
11 A thick greasy candle made of animal fat 61 Mandrake root painted to look like a human 
12 A vial of snake venom 62 Monkey in a large square cage 
13 Bag of ground human bone 63 Necklace of teeth on a silver string 
14 Belladonna berries in a bowl 64 Parchment made from human skin 
15 Vial of ground sulfur powder 65 Preserved finger in a glass vial on a silver chain 
16 Black marble mortar and pestle 66 Preserved hands cupped into a bowl 
17 Bloodstained bone saw 67 Preserved human heart on a crystal platter 
18 Bloodstained leather apron 68 Preserved human tongue on a gold chain 
19 Vial of gray arsenic powder 69 Sacrificial dagger stained with blood 
20 Book bound in demon flesh 70 Scriptures of an evil god 
21 Book bound in human flesh 71 Scrolls covered with runes written in human blood 
22 Brain floating in a bell jar 72 Set of black tapering candles tied together with twine 
23 Bubbling beaker of acid 73 Sharp and clean set of dissection tools 
24 Candle carved into the shape of a person 74 Silver manacles with runes engraved on them 
25 Carved wooden demon head 75 Silver necklace adorned with several severed ears 
26 Charcoal rendering of a demon 76 Silver scalpel with a handle engraved with runes 
27 Vial of acrid black ichors 77 Small cage containing a large scorpion 
28 Chicken claw on a leather loop 78 Small cage containing a large spider 
29 Cleaned and bleached human skull 79 Small glass tank containing live parasitic worms 
30 Jar of teeth and fangs 80 Small human doll made of wicker 
31 Detailed anatomical drawings of humans 81 Square cage containing a large black rat 
32 Empty rusted cage 82 Square cage containing an injured fairy 
33 Empty bell jar 83 Star charts with unknown constellations on it 
34 Empty bell jar filled with formaldehyde 84 Two arm bones wrapped in cloth marked with runes 
35 Flask made from a hollowed out large bone 85 Vase of black marble containing black roses 
36 Fresh mandrake root 86 Vial containing a spider egg pouch 
37 Glass ink pot filled with human blood 87 Vial containing scorpion venom 
38 Glass tank containing several piranha 88 Wax crudely fashioned in the shape of a person 
39 Preserved raven on a perch 89 Writing stylus made from finger bones 
40 Human skeleton wired together with silver 90 Black leather bound volume on demon summoning 
41 Human skull carved from black onyx 91 Blood stained metal hooks attached to a heavy chain 
42 Human skull with runes carved in it 92 Drawing of a person with an X in blood across it 
43 Jar containing a preserved deformed baby 93 Contract written in blood and unsigned 
44 Jar containing bat wings 94 A bowl made from the top of a human skull 
45 Jar containing black rose petals 95 A fresh human liver on a silver platter 
46 Jar containing brightly colored centipedes 96 A raven chained by the leg to a perch 
47 Jar containing chicken claws 97 A rusted and stained set of surgical tools 
48 Jar containing several brightly colored frogs 98 A set of tarot cards wrapped in black silk 
49 Jar containing eyes of newt 99 A silk bag containing several small bones 
50 Jar of frogs legs 100 A small doll made of burlap with several pins in it 

 

Table X: Master Item List 
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